Casimir-Polder interactions between an atom and a macroscopic body are typically regarded as due to the exchange of virtual photons. This is strictly true only at zero temperature. At finite temperature, real-photon exchange can provide a significant contribution to the overall dispersion interaction. Here we describe a new resonant two-photon process between an atom and a planar interface. We derive a second order effective Hamiltonian to explain how atoms can couple resonantly to the surface polariton modes of the dielectric medium. This leads to second-order energy exchanges which we compare with the standard nonresonant Casimir-Polder energy.
Fluctuation-induced forces such as Casimir-Polder (CP) forces between atoms or molecules and macroscopic bodies are manifestations of the zero-point energy of the electromagnetic vacuum [1] . They occur even if the atom and the macroscopic body are in their respective (unpolarized) ground states [2] and can be understood -at least in the nonretarded limit -as interactions between a spontaneously generated atomic dipole and its (instantaneous) image inside the macroscopic body. As soon as it became possible to achieve atom-surface distances below 100µm, experiments revealed that the coupling between the atom and the surface at these short distances would produce significant effects [3] .
Following the advances in laser cooling and trapping techniques in the 1980s, a new area of research has emerged. Modern laser-based techniques have allowed an unprecedented amount of control, with this control came the ability to study very large atom-based systems. As a result of these advances, trapping and manipulating single atoms, driving atoms into highly excited Rydberg states or creating Bose-Einstein condensates have become possible. New complex microstructures like atom chips allow one to trap, cool and manipulate ensembles of ultracold atoms in the vicinity of a surface [4] .
Atoms and surface polaritons are very distinct quantum objects with different characteristics which make them suitable to perform different tasks. Atoms are very good candidates for storing and manipulating quantum information. The extremely promising results in the field of Rydberg atoms, both in ultracold atoms or in thermal vapours, shown that they make very good candidates to build quantum gates [5, 6] . The renewed experimental interest in Rydberg atoms is due to the unique opportunities afforded by their exaggerated properties [7] which make them extremely sensitive to small-scale perturbations of their environment and to dispersion forces. Previous work [8] showed that these properties includes massive level shifts that a Rydberg atom experiences in close proximity of another atom or in the vicinity of a macroscopic body, with shifts on the order of several GHz expected at micrometer distances.
Surface polaritons appear at the interface of two media. They represent particular solutions of the Maxwell equations which correspond to waves propagating in parallel to the interface and whose amplitude decreases exponentially when moving away from the surface. They are capable of interacting and be moved around on a surface, making them very attractive means of transporting quantum information from one point to another [9] . Upon taking advantage of the individual properties of atoms and surface polaritons and their different properties, it is possible to propose sophisticated quantum circuits [10] .
Atom-polariton couplings lead to the (nonresonant) Casimir-Polder interaction between an atom and a planar interface. In the nonretarded limit, this interaction scales with 1/z 3 (z is the atom-surface distance) [2] . Moreover, it has already been shown that it is possible to turn the (usually attractive) Casimir-Polder interaction into a repulsive force by a resonant coupling between a virtual emission of an atom and a virtual excitation of a surface polariton [11] . Similarly, it has been shown that the atom-surface coupling can drastically modify atomic branching ratios, because of surface-induced enhancement of a resonant decay channel [12] .
In this article we analyse a new type of near-field effect involving surface polaritons inspired by the experiment of Kübler et al. [13] with hot Rb vapour in glass cells. Their experiment indicated that a description of the atom-surface interactions should also include a second order coupling between the atomic transitions and surface polaritons. Their experimental results indicated that it should be possible for an atom to be coupled resonantly to the surface polariton modes of the dielectric material which leads to second-order energy exchanges with the atomic transition energy matching the difference in polariton energies.
The article is organised as follows. After briefly reviewing the formalism of macroscopic QED in Sec. II, we derive an effective second order atom-polariton coupling Hamiltonian in Sec. III and give concluding remarks in Sec. IV.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
In electric dipole approximation, the Hamiltonian that governs the dynamics of the coupled atom-field system can be written as [2] H =Ĥ F +Ĥ A +Ĥ int
H F is the Hamiltonian of the medium-assisted electromagnetic field. It is expressed in terms of a set of bosonic variablesf † (r, ω) andf (r, ω) that have the interpretation as amplitude operators for the elementary excitations of the system composed of the electromagnetic field and absorbing medium. They obey the commutation rules
H A is the free Hamiltonian of an atom with eigenenergies E n = ω n and eigenstates |n ,Â nm = |n m| denotes the transition operators between two internal atomic states; they obey the commutation rules
The most relevant part of the Hamiltonian for our study is the atom-field interaction Hamiltonian
with dipole transition matrix elements d nm = n|d |m . The frequency components of the electric field operator
are constructed via a source-quantity representation from the dynamical variablesf
The tensor G e (r A , r, ω) is related to the classical Green tensor G(r A , r, ω) by
where ε(r, ω) is the permittivity of the macroscopic system.
The Green tensor itself is a solution of the Helmholtz equation
together with the boundary condition G(r, r , ω) → 0 for |r − r | → ∞. The Green tensor obeys the useful integral relation
which follows directly from the Helmholtz equation (8) and which reflects the linear fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
III. EFFECTIVE ATOM-POLARITON COUPLING
In this section, we derive the quantum mechanical description for an effective second order atom-polariton interaction. The situation we envisage is depicted in Fig. 1 in which an atomic transition couples resonantly to two surface polariton modes of the dielectric material. This corresponds to second-order energy exchanges with the atomic transition energy matching the difference in polariton energies. To illustrate our basic idea, we con- sider the interaction of an atomic transition of frequency ω 10 between two eigenstates |0 and |1 with two surface polaritons with corresponding center frequencies Ω 1 and Ω 2 (Ω 1 = Ω 2 ) for whom the resonance condition Ω 1 ≈ ω 10 + Ω 2 is satisfied. The polariton resonance frequencies Ω 1 and Ω 2 are assumed to be far from any other atomic transition frequency ω mn .
Heisenberg's equations of motionȮ = i [Ĥ,Ô] for the dynamical variables and the atomic transition operators follow from the Hamiltonian (1) aṡ
These two equations of motion describe the light atom system, for a full solution one needs to solve the two equations. Formal integration of Eq. (11) yieldŝ
which, inserted back into the equation of motion for the dynamical variables of the medium-assisted field, Eq. (10), yields the first iteration of the equations of motion for the dynamical variables aṡ
Equation (13) is now a nonlinear operator equation that is capable of describing resonant processes involving two polaritons. This is despite the fact that the original Hamiltonian (1) is bilinear in all operators. The effective nonlinearity appears as a consequence of the iteration. In order to pick out the resonant interactions from the equation of motion, we introduce slowly varying amplitude operators asf (r, ω, t) =f (r, ω, t)e iωt and A mn (t) =Â mn (t)e −iωmnt and apply the Markov approximation. This involves taking the slowly varying amplitude operators out of the integral at the upper time t. For simplicity let us demonstrate this for one of the terms in Eq. (13),
The integrals can be approximated in the long-time limit, i.e. by extending the upper limit of integration to infinity and assuming that the atomic transitions are well away from the field resonances, so that
. This leads to the result
The other three terms in Eq. (13) can be approximated in an analogous way.
For our present investigation one has to keep in mind that in the nonretarded limit the polariton spectrum is not continuous (see discussion in Sec. III A) but consists of of a quasidiscrete set of lines of midfrequencies Ω ν and widths γ ν , where the linewidths are typically very much smaller than the line center separations
Recalling the resonance condition Ω 1 ≈ ω 10 + Ω 2 , we apply the rotating-wave approximation and finally arrive at the effective equation of motion describing the dynamics of the resonant atom-polariton coupling where now the frequency integrals have to be taken over the linewidth of the surface polaritons,
The transition from |1 to |0 is mediated by the virtual transitions via the state |k .
Here we have introduced the abbreviation
for the operator-valued coupling tensor. As one can see from the structure ofĝ(r, r , ω, ω ), the atom-polariton coupling is mediated by a virtual atomic transition from |1 → |0 via an intermediate state |k (see Fig. 2 ) with dipole moments d 1k and d 0k . The equation of motion (13) can be thought of as being generated by the effective second order interaction Hamiltoniaṅ
This Hamiltonian describes the effective creation of one polariton excitation with a simultaneous annihilation of another. In the specific scenario depicted in Fig. 1 , only the term involvingĝ(r, r , ω, ω ) will contribute to the near-resonant interaction Hamiltonian.
A. Coupling to singly excited polaritons
We consider an atom at nonretarded distance z from a flat surface of multi-resonance Drude-Lorentz permittivity
with plasma frequencies ω P j and transverse resonance frequencies ω T j . The Green tensor for a half-infinite dielectric medium (subscript d) in vacuum (subscript v) can be given as
where
are the Fresnel reflection coefficients for s− and p−polarized waves. In the nonretarded limit the approximation k vz = k dz = ik ρ can be made and the Green tensor of such a surface reduces to G(r, r, ω) z −3 G (ω) with
where nowr p (ω) = (ε(ω) − 1)/(ε(ω) + 1). The general condition to obtain p−polarized surface waves is given by the dispersion relation
When taken to the nonretarded limit (k → ∞) it exhibits resonances where the associated modes are the surface polaritons (strictly speaking, there are poles in the complex frequency plane where ε(ω) = −1). Combining these two equations, one sees that the local density of states ω 2 Im G(r, r, ω) near a given polariton resonance can be approximated by a single Lorentzian peak of mid-frequency Ω ν and width γ ν ,
It is then useful to define the respective singlepolariton excitations (similar to the generic construction of quantum-mechanical single-photon wave packets, cf. Ref. [14] ) as
with the normalization factor
where Tr denotes the trace. Using the integral relation (9) for the Green tensor, the integral in frequency can be approximated in the long-frequency limit by extending the upper limit of integration to infinity using the definition for normalization of a Lorentzian function
one easily checks that the states (26) are indeed properly normalized, 1(r A , Ω i ) |1(r A , Ω i ) = 1. Note that the states |1(r A , Ω i ) carry a vector index as well as the continuous space and frequency labels. In our envisaged situation of a resonant coupling between a single atomic transition and the difference between two polariton resonances, the energies of the initial and final states are identical. Degenerate first-order perturbation theory asserts that the interacting potential is [15] 
Here |I = |1 A |0 1 |1 2 stands for the tensor product of the initial excited atomic state |1 A and a singly excited polariton with frequency Ω 2 , and |K = |0 A |1 1 |0 2 denotes the tensor product of the final atomic state |0 A and a single excitation in the polariton with frequency Ω 1 . The single-polariton states |1 ν ≡ |1(r A , Ω ν ) are defined according to Eq. (26) and |0 ν denotes the polariton ground state
Using the commutation rules of the operators as well as the properties of the Green functions, together with the definition of the Lorentzian lineshape, Eq. (25), we find that the effective interaction potential can be written in the form
Let us compare Eq. (30) with the nonresonant CasimirPolder potential at finite temperature [2, 8] ,
where ξ j are the Matsubara frequencies, α(ω) is the atomic polarizability andn
the thermal occupation number. We note that the effective potential scales with the atom-surface distance z in exactly the same way as nonresonant Casimir-Polder potential (∝ z −3 ). The effective Hamiltonian (19) is quadratic in the field variables and contributes to the potential (29) at (degenerate) first-order perturbation theory. The nonresonant potential arises from a Hamiltonian which is linear in the field variables, contributing only in second-order perturbation theory [2] . In both cases, we therefore obtain a result that is quadratic in the atom-field coupling, or, equivalently, linear in the imaginary part of the Green tensor (the local mode density).
The total potential experienced by the atom is the sum of the nonresonant (attractive) Casimir-Polder potential and the resonant coupling between the atoms and the surface polaritons,
Using Eqs. (23) and (25), the respective energy shifts for the nonresonant and (second-order) resonant interactions in the nonretarded limit considering an isotropic atom are
and
recall Eq. (23).
B. Thermal States
As we are dealing with thermally excited surface polaritons the concept of perturbation theory has to be expanded from pure states described by a single state vector to a statistical mixture or ensemble of states [16] . The density matrix for a thermal state with temperature T can be written in the Fock basis |n aŝ
So far we have computed the interaction energy for the situation in which there is initially only one excited polariton with frequency Ω 2 and in the final state only one polariton with frequency Ω 1 [see Eq. (29)]. This has to be generalized to thermal states in which there can be initially m polaritons with frequency Ω 1 and n polaritons with frequency Ω 2 . In this case, we rewrite the result of the perturbation theory as
Due to the form of the effective interaction Hamiltonian H (int)eff ∝f † (r, ω)f (r , ω ) the only final state |K that provides a non-vanishing matrix element will be |K =
Finally, the resonant energy shift ∆E R for thermal states will be given as
This result is intuitively clear, as the initial polariton with frequency Ω 2 has to be thermally populated before the resonant interaction can take place.
C. Discussion
Let us apply the general results for the potentials (33) and (39) with (34) to the envisaged Drude-Lorentz model (20) . For this scenario with two well-separated narrow polariton resonances, (in this case the width of the polariton resonance γ is approximately the same as the width of the Drude-Lorentz resonance Γ of the material), the effective potential becomes
Similarly, the nonresonant Casimir-Polder potential for a one-polariton model is
For typical cell materials such as sapphire [17] and quartz [18] the resonant second order shift was evaluated numerically for atoms typically used in these type of experiments such as Rubidium. For the temperatures at which these experiments are performed, from 350-600 K, the surface polaritons frequencies are thermally populated. In comparison to the nonresonant CP shift (which is in the order of several GHz for Rydberg atoms) the resonant second order shift is too small (only several kHz) to be relevant. Although we have detailed experimental results in Ref. [13] , a comparison between theory and the experimental work cannot be performed because we lack information on the real cell material properties. Let us investigate which intermediate atomic transitions might provide the largest second order effect. In order to have an effect that is comparable to then nonretarded Casimir-Polder interaction, there has to be a matching atomic transition between energetically close states -note that the transition |1 → |0 does not need to be allowed by the selection rules -i.e. the intermediate state |k has to be close to the initial and final states |1 and |0 , see Fig. 2 . The reason for this constraint is the rapidly decreasing magnitude of the dipole transition matrix element between states with increasing energy difference. Therefore, the dominant contribution will come from an intermediate state |k approximately halfway between the initial and final states.
In this case the difference between the resonant and nonresonant terms will come from the last line in Eq. (40). Its maximum value is obtained whenever ω 0k or ω 1k is one of Ω 1 ± γ 1 /2; away from these points the numerical value of this term decreases. As we have assumed throughout our calculations that all atomic transitions are far from any single-polariton resonance, the Lorentzian peaks have to be broad, i.e. γ 1 has to be large. This in turn means that, in order for this second order effect to be comparable to the nonresonant Casimir-Polder potential, a strongly dissipative material is needed. Note that we assumed in our derivation that linewidths need to smaller than the line center separations which does not exclude the possibility of the peaks to be broad, in fact that is a characteristic that one observes in real polariton spectra.
With these considerations in mind, we give some estimates to show that it would possible to access this phenomenon. For our purpose we choose the 27S 1/2 → 26S 1/2 transition in rubidium. In order for the second-order process to be relevant, one has to find a material with surface polariton frequencies whose difference matches that atomic transition (∼ 17 cm −1 ). For example, let us choose a material with surface polaritons at 73 and 90 cm −1 (which we model as two narrow resonances with γ ∼ 0.03Ω, in which case Imr p (Ω) > 100). With an atom-surface distance of z = 1µm, the CasimirPolder shift due to the second-order process is ∆E R = −2.74619 × 10 7 s −1 . As the total level shift can be calculated to be ∆E Total = −1.07583 × 10 8 s −1 , the resonant second-order process contributes around 25% to the todal Casimir-Polder shift and is thus expected to be experimentally accessible.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that second order effective interactions involving two surface polaritons lead to novel contributions to dispersion interactions such as the CasimirPolder potential. We have explicitly derived the dependence of such effects on the atomic and surface parameters and compared their magnitude to that of the conventional nonresonant Casimir-Polder interaction. In principle, one can envisage conditions under which the two become comparable.
However, a more quantitative analysis is largely dependent on exact data of the individual surface properties. For each dielectric material there is a unique surface polariton spectrum that depends sensitively on the concentration and distribution of the impurities and surface quality of the samples (surface roughness). As each sample is unique, the polariton spectrum should be found experimentally. Current experimental findings have revealed some discrepancies, which are most likely due to variations in the quality of the sample, the degree of its impurities and the orientation of the crystal axes [19] . The latter effect provides a handle to tune the surface polariton frequency by changing the crystal orientation [11] .
